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the foundations of scientific inference - muse.jhu - the foundations of scientific inference salmon, wesley
c. , hitchcock, christopher published by university of pittsburgh press salmon, c. & hitchcock, christopher.
scientific prediction wesley c. salmon - “scientific prediction,” by wesley c. salmon, reprinted from the
limitations of deductivism, eds. a. grünbaum and w. c. salmon, 1988, university of california press. first
published in the foundations of scientific inference - project muse - the foundations of scientific
inference salmon, wesley c. , hitchcock, christopher published by university of pittsburgh press salmon, c. &
hitchcock, christopher. the logical foundations of statistical inference - widely accepted commonplace
that our scientific knowledge is not certain and incorrigible, but merely probable, subject to refinement, modifi
cation, and even overthrow. how to study scientific explanation? 1 erik weber leen de ... - 2 how to
study scientific explanation? 1. introduction this paper investigates the working-method of three important
philosophers of explanation: carl hempel, philip kitcher and wesley salmon. the third dogma revisited researchgate - a thesis that wesley salmon calls ‘the third dogma of empiricism’. this ‘dogma’ says that all
this ‘dogma’ says that all scientific explanations are arguments (salmon 1998, p. the epistemic and ontic
conceptions of scientific ... - while wesley salmon attributes the debate on scientific explanation between
carl hempel and peter railton (or between the epistemic and ontic conceptions of scientific explanation, more
generally) as one over which conception of explanation is correct, i claim that hempel and railton minnesota
studies in the philosophy of science - minnesota studies in the philosophy of science ronald n. giere,
general editor herbert feigl, founding editor volume xiii scientific explanation edited by philip kitcher and
wesley c. salmon university of minnesota press, minneapolis. 1989 by the regents of the university of
minnesota, except for "scientific expla-nation: the causes, some of the causes, and nothing but the causes,"
copyright ... philosophy of science reading list - uwo - earman, john, and wesley c. salmon, “the
confirmation of scientific hypotheses” in salmon, et al. , introduction to the philosophy of science (hackett
publishing company, 1992). the british society for the philosophy of science - ucl - the british society for
the philosophy of science rational prediction author(s): wesley c. salmon source: the british journal for the
philosophy of science, vol. 32, no. 2 (jun., 1981), pp. module code ph2207 module title hume and kant
semester ... - wesley salmon, foundations of scientific inference, pittsburgh 1966, section i 2. georges dicker,
hume’s epistemology and metaphysics, routledge 1998, chapter 3 philosophy of science - university of
michigan - cambridge university press. kitcher, philip, and wesley c. salmon, eds. 1989. scientific explanation,
minnesota studies in the philosophy of science ; v. 13. john von neumann and the foundations of
quantum physics ... - wesley salmon gives an overview of the history of scientific understanding and
explanation during the twentieth cen tury, in which he himself has played an important part.
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